"

“Desperate Times require Desperate Measures!” The timing is
now, the training is needed and the decision is ours!

February 2012 Phase 1: HUMILITY
Promoting loyalty to church leadership and
unity in the Body of Christ

God want to raise up Nazirites in every area of Society. As we
see an extremely powerful generation emerging with an extra
ordinary calling, we also need an extra ordinary and extreme
powerful training: A training for a Nazirite Lifestyle. If we don’t,
we might see this generation end up like Samson, losing purpose
and anointing all together. We need to see them rise up like
Elijah confronting the prevailing and ruling influences of his time.
This training will intentionally bring out the Elijah anointing and
prevent the Samson syndrome.

(Different kinds of pride, Self acceptance or
self rejection, Meekness isn’t weakness,
Yielded personal rights, Spiritual authority
and covering)
New Day Christian Church
Becker Middle School Library
9151 Pinewood Hills Dr

As before, we just pray that the Nazirites will rise up today, today
we are “intentionally” raising them up! It's time to see the Elijah
Generation mature and be released. This training is not just for
those in the ministry, but more importantly those in Business or
the Marketplace; Media, Government and the Arts. Even young
people seeking to make a difference in their generation will be
changed by this training.

Feb 21 – 24 Tues – Fri 6:30 pm – 9:00 pm
Feb 25 Sat 9:00 am – 3:00 pm
Registration Fee for New Day Christian
Church members: $50.00
Registration Fee for non New Day Christian
Church members: $65.00

I encourage you to seize the opportunity, for the timing is now!
Las Vegas needs to see it’s
Nazirites. The groaning
of this
"Promoting
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"Promoting loyalty to church leadership
and unity in the Body of Christ"
Day One

Day Two

Day Three

Day Four

Day Five

Understanding
Humility by Defining
Pride

Self Acceptance or
Self Rejection

Meekness Isn't
Weakness

Giving up our Personal
Rights

Spiritual Authority and
Covering









Men in masks
You are what you
really are
Forming attitudes
about ourselves
How attitudes are
formed





Symptoms of
self-rejection
Insights on self
acceptance
Responding
correctly to
defects
Moving towards
self acceptance









The cause of anger:
personal rights
Spiritual Synthesis
Anger or meekness
Anger - The wrong
flame
Allowing sources of
irritation into sources
of spiritual
motivation
Identifying irritations
Victory over worry









Why disunity?
What happens to
the bitter man
Rooting out the
seed of bitterness
When rights are
yielded
Expect God to test
yielded rights
When criticized
Conditions to live in
harmony








Covering is a sphere of
authority and protection
Covering is for our
authority in the spiritual
realm
Covering and authority are
inseparable
Consequences of rejecting
authority
Biblical examples that
demonstrate the principle
of spiritual covering
Our response to God's
covering
Specific questions on
authority

